The students from P-6 took part in a swimming program. The program ran for 2 weeks. Our students had a fantastic time, this was due to the dedication and positive encouragement provided by the swimming instructors on a daily basis. Our students were placed in groups based on their swimming skills and were assisted in further developing those skills and at times overcoming their fears.

It was also a lovely thing and a proud moment to hear from Nicole, who was in charge of the program, that she was impressed with the way our students conducted themselves and our students are welcomed back at any time.

We hope you enjoy reading some of our junior students’ reflections of their swimming experiences.

I liked the swimming lessons because they were fun. I learnt to torpedo.
By Blake Grade 1/2 A

I enjoyed swimming and floating on the boards. By Alecia Grade Prep

I learnt how to do freestyle and backstroke. I enjoyed playing games at the end of the swimming program. By Tyreese 1/2B
I liked splashing and swimming. I learnt how to put my head under water.
By Manahil Grade Prep

I enjoyed swimming we had lots of fun activities. I learnt how to swim along the pool.
By Prerana Grade Prep

I liked the swimming lessons because the teacher taught us well and now I know how to swim.
By Hadisa Grade 1/2 B
I can jump in the swimming pool. I can do torpedo and dive under water catching the rings. By Ahmad Grade Prep

At the end of our swimming session we had to catch little statues and rings. By Marie 1/2 A

My favourite activity was swimming under water, catching the rings and doing the sing-a-long spin around. By Jordyn 1/2 Grade Prep

I learnt how to swim like a stingray underwater. By Pranay Grade 1/2 A
I liked blowing bubbles under water.
By Abraar
Grade 1/2 B

At swimming I raced with the Grade 1’s and 2’s. I learnt to put my head under water and not wear goggles.
By Muzakkir
Grade Prep